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Students vie for trustee spot

By Terry Martin
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The number of official candidates for the Dec. 5 student trustee election closed at 18. Steve Nuckles, election commissioner, said Monday. Seventeen students took out petitions. Those students meeting the 5 p.m. Monday deadline with 20 signatures were: Matthew D. Rich, Guy M. Zajonic, Joanne Brand, Larry Weiler, Ronald J. Ruskey, Allen Mason, Larry Rafferty, Daniel P. Schueging, George Xuan, Duncan Koch, Wayne Oates, Candace Richards and Gary Sostrin. W. Lawrence Edgerton, who returned his petition on time, was declared ineligible by Nuckles.

"Edgerton was ruled ineligible because he has not attended SIUC as a full-time student for three out of the last four quarters," Nuckles said. The ruling was based on one of the candidate qualifications established by the Student Senate and the Graduate Student Council.

Nuckles said there will be four "official events" declared by the election commission, three of which must be attended or complied with by candidates. The first "event" will be statements from each candidate to be published by the Daily Egyptian.

The statements will be published next week from candidates for student trustee and student senator. Deadline for submission of statements is noon Monday, Nov. 26. Information on other requirements for the statements is available at the Daily Egyptian and at Student Government office.

Nuckles said some candidates did not attend the "mandatory" meeting Sunday concerned with the conduct of the campaign.

"No one was declared ineligible because of missing the Sunday meeting," Nuckles said. "I said mandatory, but its my definition of mandatory."

Asked what the procedure for validating petitions was, Nuckles said, "I'm not going to disclose it right now. I'll probably be living with the registrar for a week."

SGC urges public to stay away from gmr

By Diane Midlako
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The traditional Thanksgiving homegoing rush, the fuel shortage and a major airline strike have coincided this year to slow down holiday getaways from Carbondale.

Down at the Amtrak station Monday afternoon disgruntled travelers cramming aboard the Chicago-bound train grew more disgruntled at a conductor's announcement that there was standing room only all the way to the big city.

Later, the Amtrak ticket sales manager explained it was all a "mistake." No one left Carbondale, he said.

The ones who stood all the way to Chicago, the Amtrak man said, were students who boarded that train at Champaign-Urbana. Chicago-bound Salukis grabbed all the available seats, so the Illini entered the city standing tall.

Tuesday, the ticket agent promised, "Amtrak will add six cars to the Chicago run. Isn't it a little too late for the Mon- day travelers?" Well, yes, he said, but all this trackless confusion has been a standard way of life since the feds started playing engineer.

Despite the crush of bodies around the railroad station, the Amtrak spokesman said business has fallen off considerably since the old days. The "old days" were the days before SIU relaxed its restrictions on who may or may not drive a car on campus. "The cars took our business," the Amtrakter said.

In Carbondale, the fuel shortage has not yet really put the pinch on drivers, but it has done something to the airlines. However, airline people are either too busy or too public-relations conscious to talk much about it.

A ticket saleswoman for Air Illinois at Southern Illinois Airport first said she didn't know, then that she couldn't say and, finally, yes—Air Illinois has dropped a couple flights because of the fuel shortage. No, she couldn't say which flights have been cut.

Asked if she could make a reservation for a seat on a Tuesday Chicago-bound flight, the Air Illinois lady said the plane was "almost booked up." Anyhow, she said, she was too busy to check on it.

"The only real hassle we're having here," she said pointedly, "is that students are not reconfirming their reservations the way they are told to.

" Trying to reach Ozark Airlines Monday afternoon was practically impossible. A mechanical tape voice asked callers to both Williamson County Airport and St. Louis' Lambert Field to hang on. Ozark's robot-voiced telephone butler explained that, because of holiday travel and the TWA strike, Ozark is going nuts with Business.

After over twenty minutes spent hanging on a silent line, it became obvious that hobby the Robot wasn't kidding.

There have been reports that Ozark has dropped several flights because of the fuel shortage. By press time, the Daily Egyptian still could not get through to Ozark.
Volunteer barred from Menard prison

By Tom Finas
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Randy Donath, chairman of the Free School Prison Project, said Monday he has not been allowed to speak by political, MSU staff and from further activity at the Illinois State Penitentiary.

Donath said someone at SU apparently has told Donald Gentch, administrative assistant to the superintendent at the Menard that Donath was a "radical." His name was Mannfied, inmate recently resigned editor of the "Menard Time," a widely acclaimed prison newspaper, Donath said in a letter dated Nov. 4. "You will not have an article in the December edition. From this point on, print anything about it in the Time. I had your letter in the Time for the November edition and it was censored out.

Donath said he was told by the superintendent that Donath had been barred from the prison. "...I was told that Gentch called SIU and you were termed a radical. Also that you were barred from this institution.

The article to which Gentch referred in his letter was one of a series which Manfield was writing about the Free School Prison Project, a Student Government Activities Council-sponsored project. The prison project is developing several programs to help inmates.

"One consolation you will have is that 1. you don't have to answer their propaganda sheet," Manfield wrote.

Donath then announced his resignation.

Students flee Carbondale for holiday, others look for turkey-day residence

By Glem Amato
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

SIU students will flee Carbondale for Thanksgiving holiday Tuesday. Some students headed home as early as last Monday. The State Penitentiary at Menard, which will be officially closed by Monday, will be open to SIU students on Thanksgiving Day and will be closed Thursday but will be open Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday hours are from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. and regular hours Sunday from 10 a.m. to midnight.

Carbondale Mayor Neal Eckert has proclaimed Friday as the official day for the start of the local Christmas season. Community Christmas decorations will be up by then, and Santa Claus will make the first of two appearances after the 10 a.m., 11:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. children's performances of the Variety Theatre in downtown Carbondale. Admission is free and candy will be distributed.

For them to speak with Santa personally on Saturday, it, in his headquarters, was termed a radical. Also was barred from this residence.

"You can't even have your kids up to this residence," he said. Donath said he was contacted by people at the superintendent's request. He said it was the superintendent's decision to bar Donath.

Donath would not say who had given him the information or whether Donath was told he had asked that I keep it confidential," he said.

Supervisor Thomas R. Israel was not available for comment. Donath had written letters to the GSC and board of trustees, requesting a meeting with the president. He wanted to meet with the president.

If that attempt fails, Donath said he will take court action.
200 jumpers prepare for parachute contest Thursday through Sunday

By David Kornbluth
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Some of the more than 7000 students and 200 participants who will take part in the National Collegiate Parachute Championship have arrived in Carbondale to begin practicing for the Thursday through Sunday event.

The United States Parachute Association decided to hold the annual event in Carbondale because it would be easily accessible, said Bill Wenger, parachute club safety officer.

Many of the teams will have tents set up in the Southern Illinois Airports and house them during the event. Wenger said.

Southern Illinois Airport will be the site of the event, which will start at 8 a.m.

Thursday if weather conditions are favorable.

"We need at least 3000 feet of clear sky and no wind," Wenger said.

All paratroopers will be dropped from seven planes during the event. The planes are coming from Kansas, Illinois and Missouri. Wenger said.

The planes are Cessnas 180 and 182.

Four jumpers to each aircraft, Wenger said. "Ideally a jumper exits very 50 to 60 seconds.

The plane is flying at 75 to 80 mph, when the jumpers leave the aircraft. Wenger said. Depending on the event, the jumper will be going from 125 to 200 mph.

Jumping events include accuracy, style and relative work. Relative work is parachutists exiting the plane and hooking up in the air to do a series of stunts.

Average speed of the parachutists in the style and relative work is about 120 mph, Wenger said.

Parachutists always pack their own chutes and Bob O'Keeffe, vice president of the parachute club. A person who packs somebody else's chute would not want to be held responsible for packing it wrong.

Of the competitors will be using paracommander parachutes, Wenger said.

The sport canopy has a number of holes in it to allow for maneuverability.

The cost of the parachute is $75. Some of the parachutists will use a square canopy, Wenger said. "This is an extra parachute with low speed of 25 m.p.h.

Forward speed is how fast the parachute will go without a jumper in it. A good forward speed is an advantage to the jumper. The chute can be used to slow the chute and be used to slow the wind in the Russian m.p.h.

Jim Deby Schmidt, 21, SIU team captain will be wearing the parachute. Ms. Schmidt is a member of the United States parachute team.

The eight men from just came back from international competition in Yugoslavia this summer, said Ms. Schmidt.

Ms. Schmidt won the women's competition and the U.S. team won the overall competition in Yugoslav.

Members of the U.S. team are chosen on their ability and expertise in parachuting. "I was chosen because I was one of the top people in the country," Ms. Schmidt said.

Ms. Schmidt will be competing in the advanced category for this meet, she said. A veteran of 400 jumps, Ms. Schmidt said "I'll try and do my best and I hope I can win."

Watergate hurts elections—Gallup

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP)—Republicans are deluding themselves if they think Watergate won't have an effect on the 1976 elections, pollster George Gallup told GOP governors Monday.

Asked during a panel discussion at the Republican Governors Conference what he thought about Republicans who have downgraded the importance of Watergate, he replied: "wishful thinking."

Gallup said, however, the public tends to forget issues once they leave the front page. "It depends on how long it goes on," he said.

The pollster said the best thing the GOP could do to prepare for the voting next year to rebuild the party from the grass roots.

"Watergate is out of their hands," he said.

In backing up his prediction on the effects of Watergate next year, Gallup pointed out Republican losses in local elections across the nation earlier this month.

"If anyone doubts the effect of Watergate on state and local politics," Gallup said, "he should study the election results."

"This year we have a good chance to beat the Air Force Academy," he said. Air Force was last year's champ.

"SIU has a good reputation for parachuting," Wenger said. "We have won the championship twice and always place high when we don't win it."

The team placed third last year.

Bill passed by Senate declares emergency for national fuel crisis

WASHINGTON (AP)—A bill declaring a one-year nationwide fuel emergency passed the Senate Monday and was sent to the House.

The bill authorizes, but does not mandate, the House.

The House cannot take the bill up until 15 days, although it would be up to him each of the time to take it and does so if it decides it is no longer needed.

The bill would require the President to set up a system of fuel rations.

The Senate voted 48 to 39 to table an amendment offered by Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., that would allow the President to increase fuel prices.

The amendment was tabled.

The Senate voted 48 to 39 to table an amendment offered by Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., that would increase fuel prices.

The amendment was tabled.

Districts change for two aspirants in senate election

Election Commissioner Steve Nuckles met Monday with two Senate candidates who have been changed district boundaries.

Jim Wood was moved from eastside dorm to westside dorm while Richard Staryk was moved from westside dorm to Brush Towers, Nuckles said.

Two students turned in late petitions, one of which was accepted, according to Nuckles, one of which was accepted.

He said Nuckles said the number of candidates is now 33 for the December 5 election.

"I have no doubt about giving the President a free hand to continue pursuing his policies of making the average American bear the full burden of inflation and the energy shortage," he said.

He said the measure would "enrich the wealthy fuel interests."

Helms said his ambiguous amendment was "a last-minute attempt to scuttle a bill which in many cases he said is "the only way to transport a few pupils over long distances."

"Mostly cloudy and warm"

Tuesday: Mostly cloudy, warm, and a 50 percent probability for showers and thunderstorms. The high temperature will be in the upper 60's to lower 70's. The low temperature will be in the upper 50's to lower 60's. Relative humidity 80 to 90 percent.

Tuesday night: Partly cloudy and a decreasing chance for showers to 30 percent. The low temperature will be in the middle 40's.

Wednesday: Partly cloudy and a little cooler with the high near 60 degrees. Morning high on campus 59, 2.p.m., low 44, 3 a.m.. (Information supplied by geology department weather station)
Editorial

The “pass fail” graduate

Despite all efforts to avoid the fact, according to a recent survey, nontraditional grades such as “pass-fail” instead of “A, B, C, D, or F,” will put students who apply for graduate school or jobs.

An article in the fall issue of Educational Record, published by the American Council on Education, states that nontraditional grades “likely to experience problems” because of the different admittance directors have in evaluating the student record.

Benjamin Shepherd Assistant Dean of The SIU Graduate School stated, “Certainly it's a problem and it is one that has already decided what to do with it.”

The practice at SIU and most institutions of higher learning and high schools is to limit the number of courses that a student can take out of “pass-fail” credit-no-credit. However, there is an increase in the number of colleges and high schools using nontraditional grading methods.

Those in favor of the trend assert that nontraditional grading places the emphasis on learning and earning a grade, and encourages students to pursue courses that they would more than likely not take because of the fear of receiving a low grade. However critics of the nontraditional approach say that without grades students would never know how they are doing. Along with this, they say that most colleges have grading evaluation systems which are unquestionable without grades.

The use of a “cursory average” or a separate evaluation system in which nontraditional grades may or may not be presented evaluation difficulties.

The greater the proportion of a student's record which is reported in terms of non-standard grading system, Edward I. Stevens writes in Educational Record, “the greater the potential for difficulty in entering another institution.”

This generalization holds especially well in the case of grades on the student's major field.

Stevens, who is the dean of academic affairs at Northland College in Ashland, WI., surveyed and received responses from several hundred under-graduate institutions, graduate schools of art and sciences, law schools and medical schools.

"With our present system of grading, a student with half or more nontraditional grades may be evaluated and given a grade point average which is actually below his real ability and knowledge in certain areas, and this is unfortunate," Shepard said. Perhaps the easiest way to grasp the magnitude of the problem is to be a graduate student with the non-standard grades in his record, applying for admission into graduate school and being told that the evaluation of his grades is below him the acceptable 3.4 average.

On the other hand, if the "non-highly-prestigious" institutions would adopt systems which would assist students with such a problem, by providing them with comprehensive letters, annotated grade reports or other such devices; perhaps a significant number of these students would have less trouble when they approach graduate and professional schools.

This can go so many others, the person or school that develops a realistic solution to the non-traditional grades problem will have performed a history making service in the annals of higher education.

Sam Denoms
Daly Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Letter

Views to President Nixon

The following open letter to President Nixon was forwarded to the Daily Egyptian by Zakaria Shahrour, Ph.D., an SIU graduate. The letter is signed by Graduate Faculty members with those of the United States.

Dear Mr. President,

We, the undersigned, are Jordanian faculty members teaching at the University of Jordan, whose campuses are located in and around the Jordanian-Ceasar line of 1967. We comprise the overwhelming majority of university faculty and all graduates of American universities.

During your time in the United States, we came into close contact with the American way of life, experienced American hospitality, and made numerous friendships with Americans from all walks of life.

Furthermore, we became aware of the political, social, and cultural difference between Jordan and the United States.

We were all impressed by the achievements of the United States—a country which started its history by liberating its territory from a foreign rule. The successful struggle of the United States for independence and the admiration of us all.

In addition to the scholarly training we received in the classrooms, we observed the freedoms and the democratic way of life, which are very rare in many parts of the world.

Our return to Jordan, we sought to strengthen our national dignity and freedom. However, we have been faced with certain realities. We are being thwarted in achieving our ideals. Large areas of our country are occupied by Israeli soldiers and Arab refugees are occupied by a foreign invader—Israel.

We aim in planning for a healthy and peaceful society has been conditioned by the enemy, determined to destroy that society. A large number of our compatriots, the Palestinian refugees, are homeless, because this same enemy has driven them out of their homes with visible American help in the past and is presently refusing to allow them to return. Furthermore, this enemy has refused to accept a settlement that would ensure the existence of the Palestinian people.

We strive to convince, Mr. President, with a deep sense of appreciation for the opportunity we have had to study in your country. We hope this letter will alert your government and the United Nations to the role which your government can have in the present crisis. Our 12 years in the United States is a world of peace and justice prevention.

Amman, Jordan
October 17, 1973

Letters

Crisis "73"

To the Daily Egyptian:

The current worries of fuel shortage is a very real thing. Whether partyadamente is not received has been forseen biologically for many years. But, suddenly, popularly mostly with students, is ecology. The idea warrents merit, as well who's vision is loud enog to create the Environmental Protection Agency. Unfortunately the need for fossil fuel conlicts, with the EPA's dictation. It is so regulatory that many types of potential energy is unusable, causing natures lean on fossil fuel to rear far short of its potential. No individual or governmental power is equipped to handle the CRISES. This is relatively "fair" solution is to ration, so it would seem. Quite obviously commercial transportation and industrial firms will be allocated the greatest portion of energy, but, rightly so, if one thinks of what goes in to production. If rationing is totally equally then first only industry will feel the sting. With time although, and it will be short, prices will inevitably rise faster than the need for rationing. So conclusion, stop wasteful fuel use by a direct method, taxation. It would effectively stop joy-riding and would promote a more juridical use of fossil fuel. If work would simply because the demand of fuel is very melastic thereby an excellent method.

Stopping such recycing projects as Skylab is absur. It would serve to save useable fuel for the private consumer or industry since the engines of the rocket are fueled by liquid oxygen and hydrogen. Hydrogen and oxygen, specific Impulse is far above that of petroleum distillates. Any how the cost of the lab is a real project just as going to the moon is spent on its welfare program.

Otto A. Geitseman
Mechanical Engineering

Student views needed

To the Daily Egyptian:

David O. Edmond's effort to probe some footnotes on post-riot higher education is most commendable. The most (Higher Education in the Process of Social Change) is timely, and, I think, deserves a more thorough investigation. I'd like to share with you how the students view the issue. And, perhaps, American students need to consider the distance between campus—and society—in the process of revolution.

To foreign students, the state of mood on the cam- pus of changing student involvement in ongoing issues. For we, the international students, are sup- pORTIVE of home student activities. We are looking toward to enriching their minds by observing, if not participating in the hustle and bustle of intramural life. Having travelled hundreds of miles coming here, naturally, none of them desire to have his or her curriculum interrupted as a result of student unrest. Yet, despite initial negative impressions, most students who have learned a great deal from the turmols.

It is my sincere wish, then, that Daily Egyptian writer probe the small, yet important, issues of ongoing issues. For we, the international students, are sup- portive of home student activities. We are looking forward to enriching their minds by observing, if not participating in the hustle and bustle of intramural life. Having travelled hundreds of miles coming here, naturally, none of them desire to have his or her curriculum interrupted as a result of student unrest. Yet, despite initial negative impressions, most students who have learned a great deal from the turmols.

Lee Chie-kwong
Graduate

Some votes for Turley Park

To the Daily Egyptian:

We are in agreement with your editorial recommend- ing that the new city park be given the name of "Turley Park," after the late LeHurley Turley, humanitarian and social activist who concerned him­ self with the "Carbonella.

We also agree that the -would-be chosen name "Carbonella" has little or no significance. Why not to name our park after some new generation of Omega members who lived and served so well while he walked, addressing men? See behind our era of intramural life. There are evidences of generous men so that we too may become as concerned about our community as he was.

Elise Speck
Charles Speck
Maureen Bruskey
Charles Bruskey
Patricia H. Synder

Walker and His Highways

It is odd that Dan Walker, the governor of Illinois, would fight the supplementary free way statement. After all the roads and highways of Illinois got him where he wanted to go.

Del Dickerson
Student Writer
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Music criticism: Stroud Vs. Stearns

To the Daily Egyptian

Mr. Stroud's defensive response to the letter published in the Daily Egyptian over multiple signatures is not an argument of musical understanding and knowledge. (Mr. Stroud's designation "bandwagon" seems singularly inappropriate as musical knowledge.) Mr. Stearns' letter to the editor takes from one further response. I feel that Mr. Stearns is in- nitely more knowledgeable in his observations and should be listened to learn from. Therefore, some specific responses to remarks in the review under discussion follow:

1. E. Bulens, taken merely as a repetition of two refute ideas might appear to be "shallow." To Mr. Stearns, however, this piece is and has long had a reputation for being "shallow," a most intricate and successful study in orchestral sonorities (among other things) and as such has earned the respect and ad- miration of most practicing and scholarly musicians. In addition, to judge by its frequent inclusion in aural curricula at a number of musical centers of this usual audience, the piece speaks to most musicians in a language that is directly related and in the most obvious and understandable fashion. Furthermore, Mr. Stearns' perception "shallow" therefore seems to speak to a rather narrow perspective of the work in question.

2. Maestro de Burgos has also come under direct attack for his treatment of Stravinsky's Petrushka. Judging from the tone of Mr. Stearns' remarks, he seems to have overlooked all but the most superficial versions, all bv Stravinsky, of suites from the ballet, each of which contains music that the others do not, and that all of these suites consist of a serioius of dance scenes as does, in fact, the ballet itself. Maestro de Burgos must be responsible for a cut in one version of a Petrushka as the origins might be questionable, it seems inappropriate to call him accountable for the structure of the work whether or not in concert however. While the above represent my major objections to the statements made by Mr. Stearns, my minor objections to his work might be questionable, it seems inappropriate to call him accountable for the structure of the work whether or not in concert however.

I shall make no further attempts to educate Mr. Stearns in the pages of the Daily Egyptian. However, if Mr. Stearns wishes to learn further in this matter I can suggest a number of useful independent studies with those of a number of music faculty members who are ready to position him in more appropriate learning groups.

James Stroud
Assistant Professor of Music

Hit the pocketbooks

To the Daily Egyptian:

Everybody has his own idea as to what role music criticism should play in a general newspaper. I am a student. I do not pretend to be a top-notch critic, nor do I pretend to give definitive evaluations. For the same reason the Janags Stroud does not pretend to offer definitive performances with his University Or- chestra. He writes reviews that I think are important, and if they could play Bartok's "Concerto for Orchestra" people would know that they are a top-notch music critic. I would be on the New York Times. If people disagree with me, well, we are all entitled to our own opinions. The same thing applies to Mr. Stearns.

Now for Mr. Stroud's letter. I am told by members of the orchestra that they have signed the letter which the signed the letter in the Nov. 13 Daily Egyptian did not attend the Detroit Symphony's performance. This I find strange in view of his inappropriate term.

I confess my mistake in blaming Mr. De Burgos for choosing the program. One assumes that a conductor chooses the program he performs, but this was an exception. I let out of a concert at 11 p.m. and have to write the review by the following afternoon, in addition to attending and studying for classes. It's not easy.

Bolens' indeed explores orchestral sonorities. But after two or three hearings, I find that it offers no further discoveries for my ears. On the other hand, I could listen to Stravinsky's "Petrushka" fifty times in a row and not be bored by it, for it contains much greater complexity in key changes. My opinion is: if it is shared by members of the School of Music faculty, as well as critics in the media, then I think it's a pretty "whacking" good piece. (Hi Fidelity magazine.)

I am quite aware of the several versions of "Petrushka." The Dance of the Shrovetide Bells played at the 1947 orchestration, I verified this and some of De Burgos' Petrushka is Stravinsky's, as well as libriar's. And it is my opinion that since "Petrushka" was written as a piece of many dances that are grouped under a general heading of "Petrushka," I would be telling a story, it should be played as such. De Burgos is responsible, therefore, for the arrangement. As my major objection to his work might be questionable, it seems inappropriate to call him accountable for the structure of the work whether or not in concert however.

As for my blue sonorities, please quote me cor- rectly. They are associated with a form of folk music evolved by the American Negro in the early part of the 20th Century. They are my personal and subjective. I listen with my imagination and write as such. Studies have shown that deep blue has a soothing effect on most people. And so do various passages of Rachmaninoff's Second Piano Concerto. Describing tone colors in terms of specific hues is descriptive writing, which I always strive for.

Since the Daily Egyptian is a general newspaper rather than a specialized music journal, I also strive to make my articles meaningful to people who know little about musical form. For this reason, I chose to state the description of "attacking the piano from above rather than below" because it is considered simple and not using the terms "horizontal" and "vertical."

I would like nothing better than to further my musical knowledge with a course of independent studies, but my educational situation, since I have an insatiable curiosity, I shall close by quoting the Canadian poet, Leonard Cohen:

I've been listening to all of the dissention
I've been listening to all of the pain.
And I feel that no matter what I do for you
I'll always come back again.

Sincerely,

Dave Stearns

This concludes the Stroud-Stearns debate in The Daily Egyptian, Editor

More than priorities

To the Daily Egyptian:

RE: Marcia Bulolland's Editorial "What are The Priorities?"

Ms. Bulolland in her D.E. Editorial Comments of Thursday, Nov. 5, questioned the priorities of the University in its pending policies. Ms. Bulolland omitted some pertinent facts and thereby created an over simplified solution which gives the reader a false image. I would, therefore, like to use this opportunity to interject a few considerations that would possibly lead to a different conclusion.

1. A university in Illinois has the prerogative to reallocate designated funds; hence, Athletic Program monies cannot, at will, be used for library books. Such books, if they could be reallocated, such use might be considered breach of faith for those students who paid into such funds for numerous years.

2. The Illinois Board of Higher Education approves of budget and program expansions. Ms. Bulolland and I agree that certain budgetary items were not approved at this time. It is conceivable that program expansion might provide the necessary justification for additional resources, thereby creating approval of the total budget expansion (which would include the Library).

Just as Ms. Bulolland implies that the administration priorities are not clear or that they are misdirected, I feel she should redefine her own priorities and decide as to whether a large allocation for new programs as she implied in pointing out "only two million," whether or not she should direct those new programs as she implied in stating that "it's unlikely that an underused library can provide...for needs created by the expansion."

It personally gives me satisfaction to see the Alumni Association take a professional approach by expressing an interest in aspects of the University other than those who have been engaged in during past years. The Alumni Association as well as other organizations to assist the University in many respects, as opposed to seeing the University as primarily a business. In the fact that the University is made up of many complex facets, it certainly seems that providing support funding for them is a logical approach to an academic excellence, but perhaps even university excellence.

Typically Unchristian

To the Daily Egyptian:

How typical a Christian you are Mr. Ashdown. Lying In State says to the homosexual: Honesty is the only acceptable virtue. Christianity says to the homosexual: Genocide is the way you humanity. Such a man is more homosexual than you, you cannot be a Christian unless you stop being a homosexual pervert. Well, in the play Lying In State, one of the gay characters simply says to the others, "I love. He can take a running leap." Amen to that. And how do you judge the rest of the homosexual: the "worshippers" of God hat es you. I tell you that if there were no such churches, and if there were no homosexuals in the world, that is what I think would happen. It is the Christians who have taught America to love and tolerate the human condition, and therefore they are evil, therefore they have few or no rights to exist—at least they better not be happy. In short, it is people exactly like you who would create the problem. There is LIVING IN THESE United States because that's the only way homosexuals can sur- viwe in a society filled with loving Christians. Christ must weep.

Lutee Lam
t er
Author of Lying IN STATE
Graduate Student—Theatre

Commentary

Opinion

Brazilian students different

To the Daily Egyptian

Brazil is the only country to print in the Daily Egy- ptian regarding my activities with the SIU-FAO Project in the Federal District of Brazil. The project is in the Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. People who did not attend the seminar may have misunderstood some aspects of this work. Here are some points:

1. The compontion of Brazilian students is dif- ferent than what you encounter in the U.S. However, do not wish to imply that their educational system is less rigorous than ours. Brazilian students are generally accepted standards of good taste and are expected to read and write in English. They are generally expected to have knowledge of space and the environment and of the materials. Unfortu- nately, however, the lack of written English is a problem for the Daily Egyptian. It is the responsibility of the Daily Egy- ptian editorial staff and students to improve the quality of their work so that students may find it more useful.

Philippe Hone
Sophomore, Accounting

Saul Oben
Associate Professor

Letters to the Daily Egyptian
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Daily Egyptian
Message of 'Superstar' lost in pop glitter, musical frenzy

By Glenn Amato
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Broadway and Israel meet head-on and disastrously in the film version of the rock opera 'Jesus Christ Superstar,' produced in the Biblical locale. The Robert Stigwood-Norman Jesus production opens Wednesdays at the Fox.

The mod-pop glitter, the musical fire and the new fashion of this stage, Bonanza ensues the GREATEST Story are now grotesquely groomed and ultimately parched, be what the majestically Israeli sky, as if by natural judgement.

The producers could, of course, have taken the audience out and simply photographed the stage events, simulate, the last seven days of Christ.

Oddly—oh, at least with high box office hopes—they have tried for a natural, cinematic flow, with the good earth underfoot and an encircling camera doing the rest.

The result is dismal. Very little works, not even with a perspiring cast cluttering around crags and caves, grimacing seafullly and stirring its head off.

They sing well and almost continuously over some 25 numbers, but their bizarre girth, ranging from Ali Baba to platinum-blond trans-vestite, signifies the rigging of the whole enterprise. Toward the end, amidst a tediously staged, anti-climactic Crucifixion, the color-camera splashily cuts in some plain hoarding.

Before that, the prisoner Jesus is mocked by a fat, regal Herod in a revolting song-and-dance routine straight out of Minsky's and what looks like leftover footage from "Fellini's Satyricon."

Even so, the film, which churns and flaps like a stranded road show, does have some interesting aspects.

One is the brilliant opening, the "overture" as a bailout of players arrives to make a film. This film, within a film, is set in the last addition director Norman Jesus and Motown tune that have bracketed to Tim Rice's stage look.

Jewson also achieves some nice pictorial composition and textures, although he fared better in Yugoslavia with "Fiddler on the Roof." An enraged Jesus purging the Temple there, a box market, makes a strong scene. Even stranger is another with Jesus overcome by a clawing cave rabble.

Jewson has elicited sturdy performances from Ted Neely as Jesus and from Carl Anderson, a black actor as Judas. The rub of the story seems, in fact, to be merely leadership rivalry between Jesus and his betrayer.

Yvonne Elliman does well sagagin as Mary Magdalene with the best known song, the torchy ballad "I Don't Know How To Love Him." Bob Bingham is a properly ominous Caiphas, with Barry Dennen, Larry T. Marshall and Joshua Metzler in other key roles.

The film, like the stage version, has drawn protests, including charges that its stress on Jews as killers of Jesus might provoke anti-Semitism. And some Christians may construe the parting of the blushing Christ.

Personally, I find this gayly rock opulent has now shrivelled so transparently that, by contrast, it makes the GREATEST Story seem greater than ever.

The only Jesus crisis in town is the one onscreen at the Fox.

CARBONDALE FUELS

fuel needed
to heat home
unless a jet.
distillates oil.
Governmen quotas
Mobil oil Co., tvwy
the "crude"

Bob R. Barry, director
SAVINGS
 emphasized
BoYD

only 3,000

students.

Follow the old principle.
"Do as I say, not as I do." Car-
bondale Savings and Loan
warns people to conserve energy on an electrically lighted sign. (Staff photo by Rick Levine.)

Local airport
near crisis;
fuel needed

By Marg Gabel
Student Writer

Air Illinois' new turboprop jet may be grounded temporarily unless a jet fuel allocation request is approved. C. Gene Seibert, Southern Illinois Airport manager, said Monday.

Only 3,000 gallons of jet fuel remain in the airport's storage tank, enough to last through Wednesday, Seibert said. SIU is the contracted provider of fuel supplies for all the airport's tenants.

The University has asked that 50,000 additional gallons be granted for the rest of November. The government quotas that went into effect Nov. 1 allowed 11,000 gallons per month, according to 1972's average monthly consumption.

"They don't realize more people are flying this year," said Seibert. If the allocation request is denied, he added, Air Illinois will be forced to curtail service appropriately.

Seibert said he has been in contact with the Illinois Division of Aeronautics, which is doing a survey of the fuel shortage and is acting as a mediator between SIU and the federal office.

He has also received word from Mobil Oil Co., their regular dealer, that they do not have fuel oil to spare. "We're just waiting now for the phone to ring," Seibert said.

What is needed is middle distillates oil, used for home heating and kerosene, besides jet fuel.

AReview

WSIU-FM sets holiday specials

WSIU-FM, 91.3, will present six hours of special holiday program-
ing Thanksgiving Day.

"Minnesota Thanksgiving," featuring harvest songs by singers of the Plymouth Church in Min-
nesota, is "a celebration of home,
family, and the earth," according to Madeline Kramer or National Public Radio. The program, produced by Fragile and directed in Minneapolis-St. Paul, will air at 6 p.m.

At 7 p.m., the Mormon Tabernacle Choir and words of various poets will be featured as Charlotte Ekker hosts "A Salute to Thanksgiving." At 11 p.m., Nancy Wilson, Count Basie, Donna Warlick, the Jazz Crusaders and other contemporary black artists will highlight a special edition of "Back to the World," "Back to the World: Parts I and II." is regularly heard at 11 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays.

Tues: Cedar Creek
Wed: * All-Star Frogs
Thr: Happy Thanksgiving

Welcome's

The Finchley Boys

Fri: Silver Bullet

213 E. Main

Tues: Cedar Creek
Wed: * All-Star Frogs
Thr: Happy Thanksgiving

Welcome's

The Finchley Boys

Fri: Silver Bullet

213 E. Main

CUDDECALE WESTERN UNION AGENT

Currency Exchange

CHECOS INO
LICENSE PLATES
MONEY ORDER
TICKET SERVICE
CIVILIAN "POLICE"
TRAVELERS CHECKS
Judson Co., Cty Feed Store, Center
549-3102

Salukian Western Union Agent
Ccurrency Trading Center
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Visiting professors meet with SIU staff

By Gary Hoy
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

A music professor and a business professor from Winston-Salem State University are on a two-day visit with SIU faculty as part of a longstanding relationship between the two schools.

Faustina L. Holman of the Winston-Salem music department is meeting with Eliza Daugherty and Catherine McLaughlin, music instructors, to exchange ideas and discuss teaching methods.

Menda G. Shigman of the Winston-Salem business faculty will visit with Harvey Rake of the Department of Secretarial and Business Education and other members of the SIU College of Business and Administration.

Elmer Faustina, dean of the SIU College of Education, said Mr. Holman’s specialty is preparing teachers for careers in music instruction while Ms. Shigman is interested in the business opportunities of minority groups.

“Last week, three people from SIU visited Winston-Salem,” Clark said. “They went to look over the campus and to talk about a possible trip to the British Open School next summer.”

The three SIU instructors were Lawrence Dennis, associate professor of the educational administration and foundations, Margaret Matthias, assistant professor of elementary education, and William Matthias, assistant to the chairman of professional education experiences.

Clark said the British Open School is much like the open school in Mount Vernon. “There are no walls, no rigid structure in these schools. They are flexible from one area to another and the emphasis is on group work.”

The relationship between SIU and Winston-Salem began as a friendship between Clark and the president of the North Carolina school. In 1965, a team from the two schools met in Carbondale to plan a program of information sharing.

The program has “grown a little bit each year” since then, Clark said. He said the 1,500 student Winston-Salem school receives a substantialization from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare to encourage faculty fellowships with SIU.

Clark said there are four Winston-Salem students currently working on their dissertations at SIU, and the chancellor of the University received an honorary doctorate from SIU in August.

Besides the program with Winston-Salem, SIU has begun intra-exchange programs with Mississippi, Valley College and Jackson State College in the last three years, Clark said.

The Russian cavalry charges the French guns in a scene from "War and Peace," which can be seen at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday on channel 8.

WSIU to feature jazz program

A half-hour TV Special titled “Some Good Jazz” featuring the Herrin High School Jazz Band will be aired at 9:30 p.m. Tuesday on WSIU-TV, Channel 4 and WJUS-TV, Channel 16, O’Fallon.

The program was first aired last spring and is being shown again in response to the volume of favorable comment, according to Ev Gopp, publicity director of the SIU Broadcasting Service.

HICKORY LOG RESTAURANT
FINE FOOD AT A FINE PRICE

**BEER WINE STEAKS CATFISH SANDWICHES CHICKEN EAST SIDE OF MONMOUTH SHOPPING CENTER**

WHAT KIND OF GUY DRINKS AT THE
American Tap?

THE ONE WHO
DEMANCS HIS DRINKS
BE MADE WITH
ONLY THE
FINEST LIQUORS

• JOHNNY WALKER RED
• GORDON'S GIN
• GORDON'S VODKA
• RON BACARDI RUM
• MONTEZUMA TEQUILA

ONLY ........75c

AT THE
TAP

STARTS WEDNESDAY

"A STUNNING FILM!"

-JONATHAN J. MAVERS, CUE MAGAZINE

“JESUS CHRIST, SUPERSTAR”

STARRING TED NEELEY - CARL ANDERSON - YVONNE ELLIMAN - BARRY DENNEN

Based upon the Rock Opera "Jesus Christ Superstar" - Book by Tim Rice

Music by Andrew Lloyd Webber - Lyrics by Tim Rice

Music Conducted by Andre Previn - American Premiere PATRICK PALMER - Directed by NORMAN JEWISON
Opera singers display acting potential

By Dave Shears
Daily Egyptian

Opera 15 more than singing, says a phrase pasted on the office door of Marajean Marvin, musical director of the Marjean Lawrence Opera Theater.

Opera is colorful costumes (in this case, tastefully designed by Richard Rose), appropriate lighting and, among other things, acting.

A Review

One can almost take it for granted that the voices in the Lawrence Theater's productions are going to be excellent. Sunday afternoon's "Opera Showcase" in Shryock Auditorium exhibited some fine acting as well, especially the comic roles.

For example, Malcolm Rothman, who played a sloppy gardener, would have stolen his short scene in Mozart's "The Marriage of Figaro" if Cassandra Carter, who played Susanna, hadn't swept the whole Act II excerpt away with her mischievous smile and attractive stage presence. Ms. Carter played her role easily and naturally as if she felt completely at home in this smart, clever opera.

And this excerpt was the Opera Theater's highest achievement since last year's "Don Giovanni." The plot concerns the Countess' plan to make her husband jealous, so she dresses her pseudo-suitor like a woman and hides him in her closet. Don't ask me why, it's too tedious to explain. So thiselusive individual jumps out of a window and tramples on the geraniums, which summons the irate drunken gardener, who was so hysterically played by Rothman.

Figaro keeps all of this chaos under relative control until Marcellina enters with her loyalties and threatens to make him marry her. This relatively large number of soloists and subplots was handled gracefully by the Opera Theater throughout the intricate finale.

Even more absurd was Bucci's "Sweet Betty from Piki," a satire on cowboy melodramas that contains some good double entendres and a number of flat jokes. One of the comic opera's more clever lines was "The dog because she (Betsy) acted so crass, they buried the dog beneath the cactus plants while humming Gregorian Chants." As sort of an antithesis to Ethel Merman and Howard Keel, Jeanne Drakich played Sweet Betsy and Tom Shapard was Ike. The two of them parroted everything from gunfights to swallowing three "red eyes" whiskey. In fact, they made this mildly funny piece of good very entertaining with their facial expression and vocal inflections. "Sweet Betty's" jumble of anti-heroes was quite a contrast to the Concert set by ensembles

SIU Woodwind Ensembles will present a concert at 3 p.m. Nov. 26 in the Old Baptist Foundation Chapel.

The Graduate Quintet, composed of Karen Fiedler, Frances Logan, Brian Hagee, workout

By Wylie Hammond, oboe; Nadine Zarat, clarinet, Barbara Davyson, bassoon, and Suzanne Goyet, horn, will play a quintet by Anton Reicha and a quintet by Anton Reicha and Bernard Heiden's "Sinfonia." For the second portion of the program, the Clarinet Choir will perform, including two numbers arranged by Jerev Underwood, associate professor of music and conductor of the ensembles. These selections are Frescobaldi's "Ricercare" and a Schumann suite.

"Members of the Clarinet Choir are Sally Pond, Tom Walls, Tom Lee, Pamela Snyder, Mark Thomas, Steven Humphrey, Susan Kaas, Barbara Von Bergen, Ellen Whaley, Arlynn Houtemans, Sharon Eber- zoul, Steve Koerber, Jim Tice and John Kyes. The performance is free and open to the public.

Art II excerpt from Verdi's "La Traviata." The relaxed tempo and serious, dramatic nature of the Verdi scene tended to make it a weak point. Alex Montgomery and John Hawkins played the principals, and they possess the two finest voices in the School of Music. Naturally, their singing was great, but their acting and interpretation of their roles was somewhat cliched.

A voice of distinctive tone quality is that of Catherine Malavas, who is a personal favorite of mine. She sang the fortune-telling scene in Bizet's "Carmen," and although her deep voice was perfect for the role, her portrayal only smoldered slightly.

This quarter's presentation by the Opera Theater was far more professional than last spring's "Spotlight on Opera." With their fine collection of voices, one hopes that a greater emphasis will be placed on the acting aspects of their presentation. For the "Opera Showcase" showed a promising potential in this area.

For sale

PLAIN PAPER COPIES

GIFT EDITION

SALE

800 BOOK STORE

Ports from American Indian Life

A moving portfolio of prints by E. S. Curtis Reg. $29.95 NOW $14.98

Dutch Cooking. German Cooking

Cookbooks from around the world comprehensive volumes Reg. $6.95 NOW $2.98

Complete Works of Shakespeare

Reg. 6.96 NOW $2.98

Complete Holiday Cookbook

Reg. 9.95 NOW $2.98

Nursery Rhymes & Songs

A great collection of all great favorites Reg. $5.95 NOW $2.98

Webster's New World Dictionary

Thumb-indexed college edition Reg. 7.7 Reg. $7.50 NOW $4.98

AND MANY OTHER VOLUMES AVAILABLE IN LIMITED QUANTITIES
The Old Arts are trying to meet the challenge of today's world in city streets and suburban homes on the campus and in the parish facing the issues of poverty and peace injustice and war with letters for sounds of love and signs of hope using their own talents.

Michael Webh, geography instructor, and Vernon Mennetmeyer, recent SIU doctoral graduate in geography now on the University of Georgia faculty, were on the program at a Conference on Remote Sensing of Arid Lands and Environment in Tucson, Ariz., Wednesday and Thursday. They were invited to discuss a study on "The Remote Sensing and Assessment of Coccidioidal Hazards in Arid Regions." The conference was sponsored jointly by the University of Arizona Office of Arid Lands Study and the American Society of Photogrammetry.

Paul A. Hargrave, associate professor of Biology and Medicine of Biochemistry, has received a $33,500 start grant from the Research Corporation for studies of protein sequencing. Hargrave, who came to SIU this fall from the California Institute of Technology, will investigate a new approach to determining the sequence of amino acids in proteins. His project, titled "A Solid-Phase Method for Carboxypeptidase Sequencing of Peptides," is being funded for a year under the Research Corporation grant.

President David R. Derge and Vice-President T. Richard Mager presented a paper on the council on Research Policy and Graduate Education of the National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges (NASULGC) Nov. 13 in Denver. The paper was titled "Patent and Copyright Policy and Practices in Public Colleges and Universities—Programming for Efficient Administration and Faculty Reward."
There are better ways to get money for Christmas
Use the D.E. Classifieds Ads to sell items you don't need or services for hire.

Daily Egyptian
536-3311

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM
Any cancellation of ads subject to a minimum charge:

NAME __________________________

ADDRESS

KIND OF AD

For Sale  For Rent  Business

RUN AD

1 DAY  1.80

3 DAYS  5.00

20 DAYS  12.00

START

DEADLINES: 2 days in advance. 5 p.m. Except Fri. for Tues. ads.

RECEIPT NO. __________________________

AMOUNT PAID __________________________

TAKEN BY __________________________

DATE __________________________

PHONE NO. __________________________

No. of lines  1 day  3 days  5 days  20 days

1.80  5.00  12.00

3.00  9.00

4.00  12.00

5.00  15.00

6.00  18.00

7.00  21.00

8.00  24.00

Minimum charge is for two lines

CHECK ENCLOSED FOR $ ____________

Save On Foods For The Holiday

With Our
* Everyday 'Super' Prices:
* 'Super' Specials
* Coupon Offers!

CLOSED THANKSGIVING DAY

Jack O Lantern
Golden Yams

ORCHARD PARK STRAINED CRANBERRY SAUCE 4

"Dawn-Dew Fresh" Fruits and Vegetables

OCEAN SPRAY FRESH CRANBERRIES SWEET POTATOES

1-lb. Colla pkg.

1-lb. pkg.

1-lb. pkg.

1-lb. pkg.

1-lb. pkg.

HOLIDAY SPECIALS


Perishable Prices Change Only When Necessary Due To Market Conditions We Reserve The Right To Limit
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Temperatures in major buildings to be turned down by Wednesday

By Julie Eysen
Daily Campus Staff Writer
Physical Plant employees hope to have all temperature control systems in all major academic buildings set down to 68 degrees by Wednesday, Bob Marlau, Superintendent of Maintenance, said Monday.

The temperature change—down about five degrees—is one energy conservation tactics recently prescribed by the university administration.

This week, workers will complete the adjustment process begun in the Communications Building and in Johnson Hall, and go on to Life Science II and the Physical Science Building.

So far the Physical Plant has not made temperature adjustments in housing areas, Marlau said. A work order must be sent to the department before the thermostats are changed.

Activities
Alpha Gamma Rho: Coffee Hour, 9:30 to 10:30 a.m., in Seminar.

Three receive Miller awards

John Morrissey, Jeffrey L. Jonet, and Eric J. Schuller, all journalism majors, were presented Loye W. Miller awards Monday afternoon.

Morrissey, a senior from Melrose Park, was awarded a $400 scholarship while Jonet, a junior from Wood River and Schuller, a senior from Hoffman Estates, were each awarded $200.

The scholarships were available to journalism majors in the news-editorial or advertising sequences who demonstrated outstanding academic promise and considerable financial need. The applicants must also pursue an academic curriculum which will qualify them for a professional career in journalism.

Marcia Bullard and Chester Lang, both journalism majors, were also awarded for being awarded Sears Congressional Internships.

Congress considers driving ban

WASHINGTON (AP)—Congress was considering a bill Monday that would narrowly define driving on Saturday or Sunday and closing of public places, in order to help curb emissions considered to help meet the energy crisis.

Charles Dillon, the President's special advisor for fuel policy, said both New England and the East Coast have been faced with fuel shortages this winter if voluntary and mandatory controls are not put into place.

Dillon said one of the steps the administration is considering is to impose such controls on public places, in order to help meet the energy crisis.

He said other options include a ban on fuels for private and corporate airplanes and boats and an immediate ban on the use of natural gas to fuel decorative outside gas lamps.

Dillon said a sufficient supply of fuel is now on hand to meet the necessary demand for its normal pattern of energy consumption.

Lights near stairwells and elevators have been left on. Summers said some other areas which need lighting may have been improperly darkened. His department will "be glad to rectify any mistakes," he added.

A candidate
Stan Fraser, a senior in political science, has announced his intention to seek the Republican nomination for Jackson County Clerk. Listed in Outpatient Young Men of America, 1973, Fraser, assistant supervisor for the West Center, is employed as a mailroom clerk at Brush Towers.

VFP names new trustee

Mrs. H. L. Zimmerman of Marion has been elected to the board of trustees of the National Friends of Public Broadcasting.

She was elected during the VFP's recent conference in New Orleans.
Christmas trip forms ready

Applications for Christmas visits to international students are available at the International Education Center in Woody, Hall Wing C.
The visits are sponsored by the Christmas International House, a program under the auspices of the Local Council of Churches. The deadline for submitting an application is Dec. 1, said Margaret Williams, director of international faculty-student affairs.
Only international students are eligible for the trips. All room, board and entertainment for participating students are paid for by the organization. The student is required to pay the cost of roundtrip transportation from Carbondale to the city where he visits.
Some students stay in dormitories set up in participating churches and others stay in private homes.
The application asks the student to list four cities he would like to visit. If housing is no longer available then the student's request is transferred to one of the alternative cities listed on the application. The student is notified by mail confirming the location for his visit.

More than 50 students have requested applications, Ms. Dixon said. A second program—Friendship International House also provides housing for international students wishing to travel during Christmas break. Applications for Friendship International House are available at the International Education Center.

Dixon favors biennial session

CENTRALIA (AP)—State Treasurer Alan Dixon called Monday for a return to biennial sessions of the state legislature.
In Centralia for speaking engagements, Dixon, a Belleville Democrat, said the cost of state government goes up in direct proportion to the number of days the legislature is in session and that laws are being compiled so rapidly that lawyers and are finding it hard to keep up with them.
"Under the new state constitution the legislature meets annually," Dixon said he would like to return to the system under which the legislature met from Jan. 1 to June 30 in odd numbered years. In even numbered years, he said, there should be a 60 to 90 day session to handle budget questions.
The current special session of the legislature drew his criticism too. "There's no work product at all to speak of," he said. And he doubts that any action will be taken on RTA or ethics legislation before the session expires.

FREE THANKSGIVING DAY MEAL

As a service to the Carbondale Community the INTERFAITH COUNCIL will hold a FREE TURKEY DINNER on Thanksgiving Day, 12 Noon at the Newman Center
Please pick up your free ticket before 5PM, Tuesday, November 20, at anyone of the following locations
*NEWMAN CENTER
*LUTHERAN CENTER
*WESLEY FOUNDATION
*STUDENT CHRIStIAN FOUNDATION
*CANTERBERRY CENTER

Thanksgiving week at MERLIN'S

Tonight "WOODROSE"
Wednesday "Quin Cannon"
Thursday "Catfish & Crystal"
Friday "Outlaw"
Saturday "Sway"

Football as usual on Saturday and Sunday afternoon at 1:00 p.m. and Monday night 8:00 p.m.

Sunday night Bill 'Hardguy' Anderson presents Rock 'n Roll Revival

$50 cash to winners of "FUNKY CHICKEN" contest

$300 in EXTRA SPECIAL PRIZES
Health commission gets encouraging response

The turnout of students to a meeting of the Student Health Advisory Commission (SHAC) was "excellent," SHAC member Randi Arkin said Monday.

The commission will hold its next meeting on Nov. 29 at 6:30 p.m. in one of the activity rooms of the Student Center, he said.

SHAC is concerned with health care for SIU students and provides liaison between the Health Service of the Student Center and the student body, Arkin said. He added that SHAC also hopes to provide information and initiate preventive medical programs such as an immunization project.

The 12 persons who came to the meeting were "eager to help the committee and to respond to SHAC projects," he said. Past projects of SHAC were planned and future plans were outlined at the meeting.

"The quality of people is more important than the quantity," Arkin said. He called the turnout "not much in quantity but excellent in the quality of persons."

Arkin said the commission would like to have minority representation in SHAC because minority members may have special medical needs. "We'd like to have input from as many different persons as possible," he said.

Persons attending the meeting gave SHAC several ideas which are being assessed for their feasibility, Arkin said. "Then we wait and see what happens," he said.

Coal industry may get boost

By Tom Finan
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

St. Louis—U.S. Secretary of Labor Peter J. Brennan said here Saturday he foresees a resurgence in coal industry employment for areas like Southern Illinois.

"When the pollution controls came into effect, the government asked industry to switch over from coal to fuel oil," he said.

"Now we have an energy crisis and coal is one of the answers to this problem," Brennan said.

He mentioned the development of processes to extract gases from coal.

"But the coal industry tells us they need more time to run their machines. We'll just have to work the problems out," he said.

Brennan was in St. Louis to address almost 500 persons representing the manufacturers and workers of the St. Louis construction industry.

He urged the leaders "to let the courts decide" the issues of Watergate and get down to work on the other problems of the country.

"If I were certain that Mr. Nixon is guilty of all he is accused of, I would not remain in his cabinet another day," Brennan said.

Contraceptive protection that's ready when you are

Unwanted Hair Removed
Carolyn S. Winchester
Registered Electrologist

F/r appointment:
Phone 457-6029. Approved by
Phone 985-6067
the American Medical
Association Complimentary
Trial Treatment

Tuesday—Friday 10 a.m.—3:30 p.m.
214 University

Samantha Eggar, as a mysterious lady, and Stacy Keach, as Napoleon Bonaparte, star in "The Man of Destiny," a comedy by George Bernard Shaw. The program is the first of six presentations in the new PBS drama series, "Conflicts." It will be aired at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday on Channel 8.

Student volunteers conduct survey of northwest side senior citizens

SIU's Social Welfare Program, in cooperation with Oakdale House, the Carbondale Senior Citizen Center, is conducting a senior citizen survey on the city's northwest side.

Eight student volunteers, enrolled this quarter in Social Welfare 33—Introduction to Interviewing—are conducting the survey under the supervision of Foster Brown.

Brown, an instructor in the Social Welfare Program, said the students first discussed the project with Carol Johnson, Oakdale House director, to determine the aims of the survey. The students then developed a questionnaire which takes 15 minutes to administer.

The survey is aimed at two targets: "It will provide practical experience for students and expand our outreach program in the Carbondale community," Brown said.

The students plan to gather information from 100 representatives over the age of 60, Brown said. They also will prepare conclusions and recommendations based on their field observations.

When pulled together, the survey results will be turned over to Mr. Johnson, Brown said. The results will indicate not only where senior citizens live, but identify their needs and hopefully project the future needs of senior citizens living in all parts of town.

The northwest side was selected as the survey area, Brown said, because it is probably the northwest has the largest senior citizen population in the Carbondale area.

Additionally, the Model Cities program has already run a survey of the northeast side, Brown said.

The survey fieldwork and student evaluation will be completed by the end of this quarter, Brown said. If more data is needed as a basis for projection, Brown said he will pass the project on to other faculty members, as an opportunity for their students.

By Ms. Johnson has urged all senior citizens who are contacted by the surveyors to cooperate.

"By helping these students, Ms. Johnson said, "senior citizens will be helping themselves."
EVERY LP* & STEREO TAPE IN OUR GIGANTIC
STOCK IS INCLUDED IN THIS STORE WIDE SALE
ONE DAY ONLY!

Tuesday, Nov. 20

$2.99

LIST

$4.98

LIST

$5.98

STEREO TAPES

$6.98

COLUMBIA

EVERY LP* & STEREO TAPE IN OUR GIGANTIC
STOCK IS INCLUDED IN THIS STORE WIDE SALE
ONE DAY ONLY!

$2.99 EACH

$5.98 LIST

Dave Mason

It's Like You Never Left

COLUMBIA KC 31721

MOTT THE HOOPLE

MOTTO COLUMBIA

Harold Melvin

& The Blue Notes

Black & Blue

PHIL INT. KZ 32407

The O'Jays

Ship Ahoy

PHIL. INT. KZ 32408

Anew On Philadelphia International Records & Tapes

Moondog Matinee

THE BAND

New Riders

The Adventure of Panama Red

COLUMBIA KZ 32450

John Mayall

Ten Years are Gone

A Speciality Press 3 LP Set

POLYDOR PD 2 3005

Mandrill

Just Outside of Town

POLYDOR PD 5059

Ringo Starr

Photograph

APPLE SWAL 3413

Steve Miller Band

The Joker

Capitol

SPECIAL MAJOR LP LABEL PURCHASE

Thousands of LPs — All Categories

Pop-Rock-Classics-Jazz-Shows-Blues

$1.98 Per Disc

*EXCEPT IMPORTS & BUDGETS

discount records

611 S. W.

549-7232

Job interviews set in accounting, sales

The following are re-campus job interviews scheduled at Career Planning and Placement Center for the week of Dec. 3.

For interview appointments and additional information students may visit the Career Planning and Placement Center at Woody Hall, Section A, North Wing, third floor. It is advisable to make appointments for interviews at least two weeks in advance. Students must have completed the Registration with the Placement Office in order to make an appointment.

Monday, Dec. 3

Factory Mutual Engineering Assoc., Chicago. Consultant Engineer in the field of industrial loss prevention. Four year engineering and technology majors.

Tuesday, Dec. 4

Osco Drug, Inc., Franklin Park: Management Trainee positions open in Chicago and a seventeen state area for those interested in an opportunity in retail merchandising and management. Competitive salaries and an excellent plant pension benefits. Degree (Any B.A. or B.S. with emphasis on retail mgmt.)

Walmart Co., Chicago. We are interviewing all graduates who are interested in restaurant experience preferred but not mandatory. Degree (all majors).

Essar Steel Streak—Division of Jewel Co., Inc., Champaign: Management Training Program (Male or Female): Exposure to all aspects of retail store management operations. Program designed to prepare trainees to assume management responsibilities. Summer Interning Program: Designed to provide future college graduates in an in-depth exposure to retail food operations. The internship is for students between junior and senior years. All majors accepted in Business, Economics, and Math.

Fidelity Union Insurance Co., Lewiston KS: All Majors: Positions available in Sales and Sales Management working directly with insured savings programs for college seniors and grad students.

Wednesday, Dec. 5

U.S. Air Force Recruiting Office, Carbondale: Airman in the Air Force that is rewarding in pay, prestige and a great future as a First Class Navigator. Degree (all areas).

Thursday, Dec. 6

Price Waterhouse & Co.—CPA's, St. Louis. Accountants for CPA Firm.

with offices in St. Louis, Chicago and other U.S. Locations (Degree Accounting).

U.S. Citizen required.

W11-11M

Tuesday morning, afternoon and evening programs scheduled on W11-11M. 6-30—Today's the Day; 5-5—Take a Music Break; 11:30—Midday; 2—National Press Club; 7:30—Awards; 10—The Vocal Scene.

9—The Podium: Beethoven—Symphony No. 2 in D Major, Opus 62—Lost—Hungarian Fantasia for Piano and Orchestra-Schubert—Trio No. 4 in B flat Major; 18—WSIU Late Night News; 11—Night Song: 2:30 a.m.—Nightwatch.

W11-SV

Tuesday afternoon and evening programs scheduled for W11-SV.

3:30—Spotlight on Southern Illinois; 4—Season Street; The Evening Report; 5—30—Mister Roger's Neighborhood; 6—The Electric Company.

6—The Black Scene in Southern Illinois; 7—Goldie; 9:30—Herrin High School Jazz Band; 10—The Movies; "There's One Born Every Minute.

Bootslegger goes to jail for wife—she was thirsty

CHILLICOTHE, Ohio (AP)—Mona Lise Kerns, 69, told the judge Wednesday she bought buckets to spew wine with her wife’s thirst.

Ross County deputies recommended and tested for Kerns, and Chillicote Municipal Judge William Samson took their advice.

Sammons warned the defendant he could face a six-month jail sentence and a fine of $500 for manufacturing illegal liquor and possessing the still. Instead, he resolved a fine and a two-month sentence.

Kerns testified that he made the moonshine whiskey for his wife, who said she drinks up to five gallons of liquor in two weeks.
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Thursday, Dec. 13
10 o'clock classes except 10 o'clock classes which use only a Tuesday-Thursday lecture sequence and three-hour 10 o'clock classes which meet one of the class sessions on Saturday...
7:50-9:56
GSD 107; Math 108, 111a and b, 140a, 150a, 300...
10:10-12:10
12 o'clock classes except those which use only a Tuesday-Thursday lecture sequence...
12:50-2:50
GSE 236...
3:10-5:10.
Night classes which meet during the first period (5:45 or 6:00 to 7:25 p.m.) Tuesday and/or Thursday nights...
3:51-7:50 p.m.
11 o'clock classes which use only a Tuesday-Thursday lecture sequence...
5:50-7:50 p.m.
Classes which meet only on Thursday night...
11:50-1:50 p.m.
Night classes which meet during the second period (7:35 to 9:00 or 9:15 p.m.) on Tuesday and/or Thursday nights...
8:00-10:00 p.m.
......
......
Friday, Dec. 14
11 o'clock classes which use only 11 o'clock classes which meet one of the class sessions on Saturday...
7:50-9:56.
GSC 182a, GSC 123a, b, c; GSC 126a; GSC 133a; GSC 136a; GSC 160a, b, c; GSC 330...
10-12-10.
4 o'clock classes...
12:50-2:50.
GSB 202...
3:10-5:10.
Saturday, Dec. 15
10 o'clock classes which use only a Tuesday-Thursday lecture sequence, and three-hour 8 o'clock classes which meet one of the class sessions on Saturday...
7:50-9:56.
GSC 182a, 123a, b, c, 126a; 133a; 136a; 160a, b, c, GSC 330...
10-12-10.
2 o'clock classes which use only a Tuesday-Thursday lecture sequence...
7:50-9:50.
11 o'clock classes which use only a Tuesday-Thursday lecture sequence and three-hour 11 o'clock classes which meet one of the class sessions on Saturday...
10-12-10.
3 o'clock classes which use only a Tuesday-Thursday lecture sequence...
10-12-10.
Classes which meet only on Saturday...
10-12-10.
Monday, Dec. 17
9 o'clock classes except 9 o'clock classes which use only a Tuesday-Thursday lecture sequence and three-hour 9 o'clock classes which meet one of the class sessions on Saturday...
7:50-9:56.
GSD 152 and 153...
10-12-10.
2 o'clock classes except those which use only a Tuesday-Thursday lecture sequence...
12:50-2:50.
GSC 104; Chemistry 122a...
3:10-5:10.
Night classes which meet during the second period (7:35 to 9:00 or 9:15 p.m.) on Monday and/or Wednesday nights...
6:00-8:00 p.m.
12 o'clock classes which use only a Tuesday-Thursday lecture sequence...
6:00-8:00 p.m.
Classes which meet only on Monday...
6:00-8:00 p.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 18
3 o'clock classes except those which use only a Tuesday-Thursday lecture sequence...
7:50-9:50.
GSA 115a and b...
10-12-10.
1 o'clock classes which use only a Tuesday-Thursday lecture sequence...
12:50-2:50.
Make-up examination period for students whose petitions have been approved by their academic deans...
8:10-10:10.

The 1973 Fall Quarter examination schedule attempts to avoid examination conflicts by providing separate examination periods for those classes which meet one of the class sequences. The following points are also pertinent relative to the final examination schedule:

1. One and two credit hour courses have their examinations during the last regularly scheduled class period prior to the formal final examination period.

2. A student who has more than three examinations on one day may petition his academic dean for an examination which is scheduled at a time so that he may attend all his examinations during this one day.

3. A student who must miss a final examination may not take an examination before the time scheduled for the class examination.

4. A special note needs to be made relative to examinations for those sections for which classes have been granted a special privilege for examining all sections. As some students attending at night may not be able to attend the special examination period scheduled for the daytime, each department involved will have to arrange special examination periods for such classes.

The above problems and the schedule describe the present examination period for the fall quarter of 1973. The examination period for the spring semester of 1974 will be similar in nature to the present examination period. Should you have any questions or suggestions, please direct them to the Department of Instruction.

Monday, Dec. 11
Classes which meet only on Tuesday night examinations will start at the same time as the class sessions ordinarily start.

Wednesday, Dec. 12
8 o'clock classes except 8 o'clock classes which use only a Tuesday-Thursday lecture sequence and three-hour 8 o'clock classes which meet one of the class sessions on Saturday...
7:50-9:50.
GSD 101, 102; Physiology 300; Radio-Television 340...
10-12.
4 o'clock classes except those which use only a Tuesday-Thursday lecture sequence...
12:50-2:50.
GSB 103; Accounting 250a, 250b and 331, 336...
1-3:10.
Night classes which meet during the first period (7:45 or 7:50 to 9:00 p.m.) on Monday evening and Wednesday nights...
6:00-8:00 p.m.
9 o'clock classes which use only a Tuesday-Thursday lecture sequence and three-hour 9 o'clock classes which meet one of the class sessions on Saturday...
6:00-8:00 p.m.
Classes which meet only on Wednesday nights...
6:00-8:00 p.m.
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Bonaparte’s plastered by TKE rush in intramural flag football game

By Kenneth Pilarski  Daily Egyptian Sportswriter

Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE) was crowned the 1973 flag football champions after their 35-20 victory over Bonaparte’s, Saturday afternoon at McAndrew Stadium. TKE dominated most of the game and effectively used a powerful two-man rush which included Jim Burke. Bonaparte’s quarterback to scrambles the ball against TKE’s pin-point defense.

Bonaparte was forced scrumbling for yardage against one of the best of TKE’s junior quarterbacks, Bobby Douglas. In fact, Bonaparte’s overall play, reminded one of the Bears in the 1967 season when a crippled Bonaparte drives. The offensive line plowed through two Bonaparte touchdowns being called back due to illegal procedure penalty.

The first quarter started with Bonaparte’s Roy Parker returning the TKE kick-off of his own 34 yard line, the first of the penalties against Bonaparte’s, sent the ball back to the 19 yard line. Bonaparte was unable to do anything as TKE picked off a Burke pass and returned it to Bonaparte’s 28 yard line. Bonaparte pushed together and showed a strong goal line defense as the TKE drive stalled on the one yard line and Bonaparte’s took over on downs.

Bonaparte’s failed to score with their next down of down and were forced to punt. The TKE’s took over and began to take advantage of a sluggish Bonaparte team. The TKE’s marched down the field and a 1-yard touchdown pass from John Goro to Duane Kuiper put six points on the board. The extra point was good and TKE led 7-0.

The quarter ended with TKE on top 7-0. The second quarter opened with TKE striking quickly on a 50-yard pass to Kuiper to pass for another TKE score. After the successful PAT TKE led 14-0. TKE continued their run with six points on a 60-yard run by Duane Kuiper. The third quarter opened with TKE continuing their dominance. The extra point was good and TKE led 21-0.

A fired up Bonaparte’s team kept their fans excited as John Rainhart gained a 30-yard pass. Rainhart later scored the touchdown on a reception from Burke. The PAT was run in by quarterback Burke and the score was tied 14-14 with 3:45 left to play in the half.

Late in the quarter the TKE’s Paul Smyley scored a touchdown pass and returned it to the 32 yard line. Several plays later Kuiper went in for the score when he caught a Goro pass that was hindered in the air by a Bonaparte defender. Gary Hornstra caught the extra point pass and TKE led 21-14 at the half ended.

Goro and Kuiper were the one-two combination that did Bonaparte’s in. They combined again in the third quarter as Kuiper started things off by returning Bonaparte’s kick-off to the 36 yard line. Later Goro connected with Kuiper for the touchdown. The PAT was unsuccessful and TKE led 27-14.

The third quarter was pure frustration for Bonaparte’s as an illegal procedure penalty resulted in a touchdown being called back and a Burke pass was dropped in the end zone. The quarter ended with the score, TKE-27 and Bonaparte’s 14.

In the fourth quarter, Goro connected on a pass to Vince Schwartz for another TKE touchdown. The PAT was incomplete and TKE moved further out in front 33-14.

The final score of the game came in the closing minute of play as Dave Smiley scored for Bonaparte’s. The extra point attempt failed and the game ended with TKE on top 33-30.

Bonaparte’s went into the championship game with a record of 5-2, highlighted by a 6-0 romp over JR’s KIB.

TKE had a season record of 5-2. In the semi-finals, TKE knocked the Mothers 25-6, while Bonaparte’s defeated the Rompin Redeyes 27-13.

Company’s coming.

John Goro 5 TKE quarterback is being rushed by Bonaparte’s Bob Kite on Friday during Saturday’s intramural flag football championship game at McAndrew Stadium. TKE defeated Bonaparte’s 35-20 for the title. (Staff photo by Richard Levine)

Crag part of the cast in cross country finale

By John Morrison Daily Egyptian Sportswriter

And then there was one. The Saluki cross country team is set to go for the season, but Gerry Craig has insisted on extending his last time around as a barrier all the way up to the NCAA goals.

He earned the right to make the trip Monday to Spokane, Wash., with a 20th place finish at the District IV qualifying meet Nov. 10 at East Lansing, Mich.

Craig has been left in the background throughout the season because of coach Lew Hartley’s concern with rebuilding the cross country team with freshmen after injuries sidelined Dave Hill, and Jack St. John, two key veterans.

The Irishman provided the backbone for his team while it jetted. Craig finished in the top three consistently during the dual campaign, and registered a first place against Illinois State, and Air Force. He peaked during the championship season which followed, placing third in the Illinois Intercollegiate Champions at his big day in East Lansing.

Hartley said Craig is not a strong runner, but his hard work and endurance-training compensation for his lack of size and natural strength. 

"He’s done real well for a scrawny little kid who wasn’t supposed to do that much for us," Hartley said in his own proud way.

His arms flail when he runs, and the only wind resistance his body offers comes from his full-length red hair and beard. But Craig has proven that the sky’s the limit for the runner who works at his talent.

Zalk, Elders on way to Nationals in Boston

By Kenneth Pilarski Daily Egyptian Sportswriter

Two SIU women field hockey players have successfully hurdled all the barriers between themselves and the National Tournament in Boston to be played on Thursday through Sunday.

Debbie Zalk, a senior in physical education was selected to play on the first team and Debbie Elders, a junior in physical education will play on the fourth team.

Teams from nine sections of the country are participating in the tournament to select players for the United States Women’s Field Hockey Touring Team and one reserve team.

The teams will be representing the Great Lakes region, the Midwest, the Midwest, the Northeast, the Pacific Northwest, the Pacific Southwest, the Southeast, the New Atlantic region and Philadelphia.

Ms. Zalk is the first SIU woman ever chosen to play on the first team. The best all-SIU has ever done was in 1971 when Marie Ballard was chosen for the second team. Ms. Zalk, the Bobby Hull of women’s field hockey said, “I was shocked,” when told of her selection to the team. The talkative Ms. Zalk, then said, “It’s about time after playing field hockey for 10 years.”

$100,000,000 in bag

NEW YORK (AP) — Miller Bar- ner’s record $100,000 payday in the War’s Open Golf Championship vaulted him into the top 10 money winners on the pro golf tour and boosted his season earnings to a personal high.

Barner, a 43-year-old tour veteran who had never won a tournament, topped the two-week, $440,000 event in Pinehurst, N.C., Saturday with a total of 375.

The Gypsy Rose Lounge Wishes everyone a Happy Thanksgiving and to make it just a bit happier, we are having an Old Fashioned Turkey Raffle Today!

109 N. Washington (Below ABC)

The Swiss Alps. top of the world for snows, and Swissair lets you to the slopes with SIAF gives you your pick of the peaks. Davos, Zermatt, Klosters, St. Moritz, Verbier, Zermatt. Top mountains. Top lodge. Top lodging. Swissair has it all. Swissair, the airline to the Alps, is yours for $313. Stay the second week for as little as $52. Details in The Student Siver.

Rush coupon today.

From

Address

City/State/Zip

Date of Birth

$313

The St. Paul

INSURANCE COMPANY

Are you having Trouble getting AUTO INSURANCE?

We will insure ALL DRIVERS. Compare our auto rates.

Zornke's, plantation shop

For quick stop shopping and late nite convenience
**Salukis clinch losing season**

By Mark Tupper

**Daily Egyptian Sports Writer**

The Salukis continued their ineptness on the road Saturday, as the Indiana Sycamores scored and their highly talented freshman tailback Vincent Allen trampled SIU 36-17 in Terre Haute, Ind.

Sycamores safety Mike Fawleyip was unable to score finishing with a .500 record and now have only one more chance to avoid the two complete seasons without a win away from home. That chance will come at 1:30 p.m. Saturday at Illinois State.

Allen, who needed 129 yards to reach the 1,000 mark coming into the game with SIU, raced for 137 yards in the first half alone, and ended the day 12 for 18 running the single game Indiana State rushing record with 265.

Siu tried to catch Indiana State sleeping on the opening kickoff when Saluki kicker Ken Seaman punched an onside kick attempt. A Sycamore man fumbled, but Indiana State recovered. The Sycamores ended up with the ball on their own 37.

Sycamore quarterback Mike Smutney went immediately to work on the SIU secondary, using receiver Glen Damato, who was the games leading pass receiver, and the explosive running of Allen.

Allen made a first down on a fourth down run at the Saluki 30. But the Salukis were penalized and SIU came firing back from the 20.

It was the teams best offensive drive of the season as the Salukis scored 20 yards in 7 plays for the touchdown. McAlley passed 18 yards to right end Jerry Hardaway and 14 to Ivy Moore. Melvin Moncrief burst 15 and 12 yards to the Indiana State 9. McAlley then kept the ball to the five and Moncrief took it in for the score. Seaman's kick put the Salukis ahead, 7-6. When the Sycamores regained possession, a blitz by Fresnho and Valdorero put them in a hole. Damato's quick kick on third down was blocked by streaking Primus Jones but Indiana State recovered on their own nine.

Allen made a first down on the next play and McAlley brought the ball back on a punt, but a fourth and one WIU run was stopped. Mike Sotak took over at quarterback for Indiana State. Starting from their own 10 yard line, the Salukis drove staled and Jim Sullivan set up to punt. Mike Keglovits blew through the Saluki line untouched to black the punt and send the ball rolling through the end zone. A call for safety, cutting the lead to 7-2.

McAlley kicked the second quarter with a scrumple to the SIU 11. On the next play Allen took the pitch out and raced 66 yards to the John Allen score. Rich Carr's conversion gave the Sycamores a 9-2 lead.

The Salukis were forced to punt the ball again, this time using Wayne Cowden the Indiana State and handing them a second to their second touchdown from their own 12.

Using both Allen and Rip Warren, Sotak guided Indiana State slowly but surely towards the SIU end zone. Allen was who got the call, this time to the 25. The kick increased the Sycamores lead to 16-7.

Although the Saluki defense turned the ball over to the offense when they stopped Warren on a fourth down run on the SIU 11, the Salukis could not sustain a march to more points.

Fourth quarter play began to get sloppy as the Salukis were forced to play catch-up. A deflected MBAley pass was intercepted by Dike Distilling and jime was running out on SIU.

After a short Saluki punt gave the Sycamores the ball on SIU's own 34, Allen iced the cake with a 24-yard touchdown run breaking two tackles on the way to the end zone. The kick gave the Sycamores lead of 36-17.

Allen's 265 yards in the game surpassed the former single game rushing record held by Jim Brumfield with 182 yards against DePaul in 1958.

---

**Down and in**

Saluki swimmers hit the water during the intrasquad meet at Pulliam Pool, Friday. The White team defeated the Maroon team 64-49. (Staff photo Dennis Makes)

**Saluki freshmen Steele show in intrasquad swim preview**

By Kenneth Pilarski

**Daily Egyptian Sports Writer**

The Saluki swimmers dove into action Friday night as the White team defeated the Maroon team 64-49 in an intrasquad meet at Pulliam Pool.

Thirteen events were scheduled as swimming coach Bob Steele got to see his swimmers perform under meet conditions.

Steele was well satisfied with the results of the meet. We had good swims from just about everyone," he said. "We swam eight miles yesterday (Thursday) and the times were really good considering that," Steele added.

Steele said, "(Freshman Tony) Wickham looked good in the 200 yard freestyle and looked pretty good in the 500 yard freestyle.

Wickham came in first for the Maroon team with a time of 1:48.02 in the 200 yard freestyle. He finished second in the 500 with a time of 4:53.85.

Senior Steve Swenson, a converted basketball player, looked good in the 200 yard freestyle, finishing first for the Maroon team with a time of 1:46.22.

"If I had to pick an outstanding swimmer for the meet it would be Steve Swenson," Steele said.

Besides finishing first in the 100 yard freestyle, Swenson took first in the 200 yard butterfly with a time of 1:57.59. He also won the 400 yard freestyle heat with a time of 4:53.85.

In addition to Wickham and Swenson, the other freshmen Saluki is counting heavily on are Rick Fox, Dennis Roberts, Jon Stewart, Mike Salerno, Ken Meyers, Ken Martin, Steve Odenwald and Dave Boyd.

The returning seniors are Pat Sullivan, Bob McKinley, Randy Giefer and Don Cashmore. Sophomores Paul Schurr, Sergio Gonzalez and junior Steve Ruddell round out the 1973-74 Saluki swimmers.

The combination of the talented freshmen and the veteran seniors give the Salukis more depth than they've had in recent years.

"We must get outstanding performances during the season for a satisfying dual record," Steele said. "And for that we must come through with big swims," he added.

The regular season opens with an away meet against North Carolina State on Dec. 1. Steele admitted that, "We have a slim chance of beating North Carolina State.

"They have 23 swimmers and 10 returning collegiate All-Americans," Steele said. "North Carolina was ranked 10th nationally. We are now one of the top five swimming teams in the nation.

"Our best bet is just to go for good performances against them," he said. "But North Carolina is not going to walk away from an intrasquad meet like this," he added.

---

**Whitaker best of CBS**

Jack Whitaker, one of the country's top sports broadcasters, has been signed to another exclusive broadcast contract by the CBS Television Network for the 1974-75 season.

Whitaker's first association with the network was on a free-lance basis in 1957 as a play-by-play commentator on National Football League games. Whitaker has held this role every year since then.

---

**NCAA-bound**

Gerry Craig powers away from an Edwards opponent in midair. He approaches the finish of the Illinois Inter-collegiate Meet recently. Craig takes off in midair bound for NCAA nationals. See story on Page 16. (Photo by John Morrissey)